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Matthew has told us of Jesus’ descent from King David, his birth and infancy, and the 

coming of the magi. Now he leaps forward about 30 years. John, Jesus’ cousin, invites people to 

return to keeping God’s pact with them. Let us prepare ourselves for the Word of God as it 

comes to us in the reading of Holy Scripture. 

1 In those days John the Baptist appeared in the wilderness of Judea, proclaiming, 
2 “Repent, for the kingdom of heaven has come near.” 3 This is the one of whom the 

prophet Isaiah spoke when he said, “The voice of one crying out in the wilderness: 

‘Prepare the way of the Lord, make his paths straight.’”  

4 Now John wore clothing of camel’s hair with a leather belt around his waist, 

and his food was locusts and wild honey. 5 Then the people of Jerusalem and all Judea 

were going out to him, and all the region along the Jordan, 6 and they were baptized by 

him in the river Jordan, confessing their sins. 7 But when he saw many Pharisees and 

Sadducees coming for baptism, he said to them, “You brood of vipers! Who warned you 

to flee from the wrath to come? 8 Bear fruit worthy of repentance. 9 Do not presume to 

say to yourselves, ‘We have Abraham as our ancestor’; for I tell you, God is able from 

these stones to raise up children to Abraham. 10 Even now the ax is lying at the root of the 

trees; every tree therefore that does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the 

fire.  

11 “I baptize you with water for repentance, but one who is more powerful than I 

is coming after me; I am not worthy to carry his sandals. He will baptize you with the 

Holy Spirit and fire. 12 His winnowing fork is in his hand, and he will clear his threshing 

floor and will gather his wheat into the granary; but the chaff he will burn with 

unquenchable fire.” 

1  

John the Baptist appeared at the edge of the wilderness with a proclamation.  

I will confess: I’m a little tired of proclamations. A little tired of all that is competing for 

attention. It’s a wild world out there.  

There are the advertisements. The circulars in the daily paper pushing bargains like so 

many street-corner drugs: they weigh four times as much as the news. They’re splashier, more 

colorful, seeming to cry out, “have I got your attention yet?” I take them and the newspaper out 

of the Berkshire Eagle tube next to the mailbox, carry them into the house, toss them in the 

recycling, and on Monday evening lug the pile back out to the curb right about where the paper 

was delivered.  

People who study these things say that we’re exposed to an average of 1500 

advertisements every day! Internet, apps, radio, television, newspapers, billboards. An untamed, 

voracious world.  
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So much competing for attention. A phone call from a marketer, this week: “You had 

sent in a service inquiry card for our sidewalk and driveway ice melt!” Reply: “I don’t recall 

doing that, but if you mail me something, I’ll look at it.” I think he hung up on me first, but I’m 

not sure. A scrambling, hungry world, with so much competing for attention.  

This morning there were 47 new emails. About ⅓ asking for donations, ⅓ selling 

something, another few with urgent petitions to support some of the thousands of campaigns for 

peace and justice. There might have been one that was a personal greeting, too, but it’s easy to 

miss those.  

All that competition for attention, for allegiance, for precious purchasing dollars. It’s a 

relentless play for primacy in the fierce marketing scrimmages. It’s a drive for donations to lots 

of worthy causes.  

It’s a wilderness out there. 

2   

Sometimes we think of our surroundings as civilized, but don’t let the paved streets and 

heated houses and tidy lawns fool you. We live in a wilderness.  

Of course that has sadly become all the more evident in public life. Look at how the map 

of our electorate is drawn, across the country: with ferocious determination to increase party 

dominance, rather than to minister to the needs of everyone, with generosity for all. It’s a 

wilderness.  

Consider one small aspect of the rhetoric of that awful, seemingly interminable 

presidential campaign, where every candidate took pains to either blast Wall Street or insist on 

independence — and now it appears that major players from the financial industry are being 

chosen to oversee that sector. Foxes are being put in charge of the henhouse. A wilderness.  

A colleague pointed out that every suggested appointment so far, in the incoming 

administration, is a person who has been openly hostile to LGBTQ persons and to same-sex 

relationships. The wilderness is becoming more ferocious, more feral, more hostile for God’s 

children.  

Consider an physical wilderness, on the edge of the Standing Rock Reservation in North 

Dakota, where thousands of representatives of hundreds of First Nations tribes are defending 

water, the most basic physical element of life, the water over which God’s spirit hovered at the 

beginning of Creation, which is now being threatened by death itself. That’s not an exaggeration: 

the oil is stuff that has been dead for millions of years. In the struggle of life against death, most 

of the forces of so-called civilization are lined up on the side of death, armed to the teeth. 

Yesterday over 2,000 veterans of the U.S. military headed out to Standing Rock, to show their 

solidarity with the water protectors. One of them said, “Quite frankly, I don’t like bullies.” The 

veterans’ group wrote, “In the ultimate expression of alliance, we are there to put our bodies on 

the line, no matter the physical cost, in complete nonviolence.”  

“Our mission is to prevent progress on the Dakota Access Pipeline and draw national 

attention to the human rights warriors of the Sioux tribes.” 

It’s a wilderness out there.  
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3  

Does this seem like Advent talk? Maybe not the Advent we’re most used to.  

But perhaps Advent has been over-civilized, when actually it is a wild time. Advent never 

was preparation for Christmas in the scripture. No lightness of heart, no festive decorating, no 

parties. Advent was deep yearning, even anguished yearning, for relief from the wildness of the 

times.  

A wilderness time. And if it is a wilderness time, God is going to choose to speak through 

the kind of people and prophets who know how to survive in the wilderness.  

One of those was Jesus’ cousin, John, who became known as the baptizer.  

People had such hope when they heard about this strange man preaching in the 

wilderness around the Jordan River. To 21st century ears it may sound strange. Maybe we can 

translate, take a bit of poet’s license or preacher’s license:  

Just then John the Baptizer appeared at the edge of the city. Word got out. 

Emails, Facebook, Twitter, Snapchats, Instagrams, even old-fashioned communications 

like phone calls and word of mouth, all of them relaying John’s message: “Turn around 

and see: the best and deepest desire of your heart, the one thing we have all been waiting 

for, the kingdom of heaven, God’s kin-dom of real and lasting peace -- it’s about to come 

into being!  

Remember the stories that your grandparents and parents told? Remember the 

sense in your heart those stories evoked, of a day when God would finally set things 

right? It’s about to happen. This guy at the edge of town knows how.  

John got their attention, all right. He’s got ours, too. At least for a moment, he’s got our 

attention, even if the holiday cheer is missing.  

Some of the town leaders have come out. Elected officials, teachers, heads of 

departments, pastors, rabbis, imams. John calls them names: You brood of vipers! You are the 

problem, not the solution! Don’t tell me you’ve been elected and selected and confirmed and 

affirmed! God could take one of these rocks and make it into a community leader, just like that!  

Yeah, he’s got our attention. Sounds like an utter kook to me. But then, I’m one of the 

elected and selected and confirmed and affirmed.  

Look who else is paying attention. The people who call up every day looking for help 

with heating and electricity and rent and medical bills.  

Look who else is paying attention. Those of who gather in the life-saving rooms of 

recovery from addiction.  

Look who else is paying attention. Those of us who mourn.  

Look who else is paying attention. Those of us who cannot find a sense of meaning or 

direction in life. 

They, we, all are hearing the same message from the Baptizer: everything is about to be 

set right. Be honest, now, be brutally honest about where you have fallen short and how you’ve 

fallen off the wagon, and when you’ve fallen down from your responsibilities. Be honest and let 
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go of those burdens that are dragging your spirits down, down, down. Let go. Because something 

life-changing, world-changing, cosmos-changing is about to happen.  

Have I got your attention?   

4  

He looks exactly like one of the ancient prophets, this new guy. He looks like one of the 

ones we most admired. Like Elijah, so fierce in his pure devotion to the God of Abraham and 

Sarah, Isaac and Rebeccah, Jacob and Leah and Rachel.  

He looks so familiar. Like one of the others who has shown up at the very edge between 

what feels comfortable and what feels like trouble and change. He looks like Nathan Hale and 

Patrick Henry. Looks like Sojourner Truth and Frederick Douglass and Fannie Lou Hamer. Like 

John Brown. Looks a bit like Malcolm X and Martin Luther King, Jr. Like Barbara Jordan. 

Looks kind of like Oscar Romero. Like Nelson Mandela. Like Dan Berrigan, so recently 

departed, so deeply mourned.  

Someone who looks and sounds like them, you pay attention to.  

In other words, when you are in a terrible wilderness of fear and danger and deprivation 

— the wilderness is inside you as well as around you. John the Baptizer cries out: deal with the 

inside first! In his words: “Bear fruit worthy of repentance!”  

When you are in the wilderness of Advent, remember God’s promises that shine like an 

improbable candle in a dark window. Remember the light of God’s promise. The wilderness gets 

transformed from the inside, first, until we will laugh at the wilderness around us, even as we are 

becoming God’s beloved community of wholeness and harmony and justice and joy.  

Remember Mandela: remember how during nearly three decades of imprisonment he did 

not lose sight of the vision of a society that would reckon with its racism and begin to live 

differently. Remember how he grabbed our attention.  

Remember the ones who caught our attention by reminding us of what is most beautiful 

and holy and hopeful. Remember the famous ones like Eleanor Roosevelt, and the ones less well 

known like Elizabeth Peratrovich of the Tlingit people in Alaska, or Clara Luper of Oklahoma, 

who pointed the way toward a society that honored the civil rights of every person.  

Advent is for remembering that beauty and holiness and hope is exactly what God has in 

mind. Even for the elected and selected and confirmed and affirmed. But the one pointing the 

way is more likely to show up at the margins. Not in a package neatly wrapped, not speaking in 

gentle tones, not dressed for business!  

5  

In case this is the first sermon you have ever heard — and just in case this is the last 

sermon you will ever hear — let me say it plain and clear: God’s Advent love is showing up in 

the wild places. Go there, even with your fear. Look for the light, listen for the prophet. Love is 

stronger than every wilderness: dare to believe it, and let your hope shine in the wilderness. 


